Time to make some noise

Plan, encourage, train and use

The promotion of Encrypted USB drives in your organisation - steps to help your organisation keep personal data and confidential information safe, secure and confidential.

The best time to develop a security strategy for USB drives and to promote it, is before you need to prove you had one. This security strategy can include:

- Identifying which data leaves the organisation on USB drives
- Finding out who uses USB drives
- Establishing usage policies
- Training and educating your employees
- Providing your employees with Encrypted USB drives

The incorporation of Encrypted USB drives into your organisation's overall security strategy and policies will ensure that your organisation's 'data on the go' is protected and secure.

Kingston's Encrypted USB drives are designed for quick and efficient deployment, as there is no installation of software or drivers needed. This is important, as both, the ease of use and deployment, ensure that data that needs to be can be kept mobile and protected.